
Martial Arts 1141 

Chapter 1141: It’s Looking At You! 

 

“Human!” 

Wang Teng and Round Ball were shocked. They turned to look at the white crystal vigilantly. 

A soft white glow rose from the white crystal, forming a mini version of the queen antman. 

Wang Teng squinted. He didn’t dare to underestimate the other party. 

All forms of life had been sucked dry. Not an ounce of vitality was left, yet this antman queen managed 

to leave a string of its Origin Of Soul behind. He didn’t discover her when he used his Spiritual Sight. 

“You must be curious how I managed to escape that thing’s detection,” the antman queen saw Wang 

Teng’s astonishment and vigilance, so she spoke in a gentle voice again. 

“It’s alright. I’m just a little surprised,” Wang Teng replied. 

The antman queen was stunned, not expecting this reply from Wang Teng. It was different from her 

prediction. 

Was there something wrong with this human’s mind? 

Many thoughts went through her head. This was the conclusion she came up with. 

Round Ball stared at Wang Teng speechlessly. It knew that this fellow was going to do something strange 

again. 

“Don’t stop. Continue,” Wang Teng said. 

The antman queen was frustrated. However, this was the first living person she met after a long time, 

and she didn’t have much time left. If she missed this chance, she was afraid that… 

“Cough…” The antman queen coughed awkwardly and said, “Three thousand years ago, when my race 

discovered that thing below the ground, it hadn’t hatched out of its shell. My race came to its territory 

and gave it nutrients, allowing it to complete its last hatching process.” 

The antman queen gave a painful expression as if she was recalling some remorseful memories. 

“Honestly, you guys shouldn’t have been such busybodies. Curiosity kills an ant,” Wang Teng shook his 

head and said. 

The antman queen: … 

Round Ball: … 

To hell with curiosity kills the ant! 

I know what this sentence is supposed to be! 

Don’t change the animal however you like! 



You’re stabbing the ant in the heart! 

Round Ball looked at the antman queen carefully, afraid that Wang Teng would anger her. 

“Young man from the human race, you will get slapped to death if you roam the universe with that 

mouth of yours,” the antman queen said slowly. 

“But I didn’t. I’m alive and kicking.” 

“You’re quite lucky.” 

“Aren’t you going to continue?” 

The antman queen kept silent for a moment before she submitted to fate. “We underestimated how 

powerful that thing was. After it hatched, it sucked the vitality of anyone that got near it. We made a 

mistake. We didn’t send the most powerful martial warriors to destroy it, giving it enough time and 

nutrients to grow stronger. By the time we realized it, it was too late.” 

“You’re… quite stupid!” Wang Teng couldn’t help but complain. 

“You…” The antman queen was enraged. Her race was annihilated, yet Wang Teng didn’t show any 

sympathy toward them. Instead, he even mocked them. She would have pounced on him if she had a 

physical body. 

But in the end, she just sighed and said, “You’re right, we were stupid.” 

“Stop wasting time. What do you want to say after talking about so many things?” Wang Teng crossed 

his arms in front of his chest and said gently. 

“Don’t you want to know what that thing is?” the antman queen asked with a sharp gaze. 

“What’s the point? We’re about to leave soon. Everything here will have nothing to do with us,” Wang 

Teng replied calmly. 

“Hmph, you’re too naive.” The antman queen snorted. 

“Really? Please enlighten me.” Wang Teng raised his eyebrows. 

“You were discovered the moment you entered this planet. Do you think it can’t detect you?” The 

antman queen smiled. 

Wang Teng frowned. He had a bad feeling. 

Indeed, this was something he didn’t know. 

It wasn’t a surprise that the presence found Wang Teng since it was able to destroy this planet to such a 

state. 

Wang Teng only felt that the other party didn’t discover him because of his concealing skills. The result 

would be unimaginable once his concealing skill was seen through. 

“It hasn’t attacked me, so it probably hasn’t discovered me yet,” Wang Teng said. 

“You don’t understand it. It will wait for you to leave and attack at the last moment.” 



“Are you saying that it’s been eyeing me all this time?” Wang Teng suddenly thought of a sentence. The 

abyss is watching you. 

“That’s right,” the antman queen replied firmly. 

“Why should I believe you?” Wang Teng snorted. 

“You don’t have to. You’ll know whether I’m lying when the time comes.” 

Wang Teng frowned. This was a little troublesome. 

“Wang Teng, you can’t trust everything she says, but some of what she said might be true,” Round Ball 

reminded him in his mind. 

Wang Teng nodded. “After all that you’ve said, what do you want me to do?” 

“You’re smart. You knew my intention from the start,” the antman queen said, “I want you to bring me 

out.” 

“Can you still survive in this state?” Wang Teng exclaimed. 

The antman queen felt speechless. 

Does this brat even know how to speak properly? 

Infuriating! 

“Cough, I don’t mean anything. This is a sincere question,” Wang Teng said. 

The antman queen sighed. It was tiring to speak to Wang Teng, but she had to explain, “As the queen of 

the antman race, I am special. The Origin Of Soul is my foundation. As long as I have a string of Origin Of 

Soul left, I have a chance to be reborn.” 

“Reborn?!” This time, Wang Teng was honestly shocked. 

The antman queen possessed the reborn ability? 

Well, she did have a string of Origin Of Soul left, so it wasn’t exactly a rebirth. However, it was indeed 

extraordinary as she could be alive again. 

“How can you tell me this secret? Aren’t you worried that I’ll have other thoughts?” 

“I don’t have a choice. This planet is at its end. If I don’t take the risk, I’ll die here,” the antman queen 

said with sorrow. 

“Yes, it has almost finished absorbing the nutrients.” Wang Teng remembered the scene he saw and 

nodded in deep thought. 

“How do you know?” the antman queen asked in surprise. 

She could feel it because she possessed a talent. However, this human could sense it too. This was 

unbelievable. 



“Indeed, you’re different.” The antman queen looked at Wang Teng intently as if confirming that she 

didn’t make the wrong choice. 

Chapter 1142: Offer Your Loyalty! 

 

“Thank you for your compliment!” Wang Teng chuckled. 

The antman queen was stunned. “How can you laugh at such a time? You’re indeed different.” 

“Actually, there’s no use praising me. Why should I help you?” 

“I know that you won’t help me without a reason,” the antman queen said, “I can help you to escape 

from this planet. Without me, you will have trouble leaving this place.” 

“No, I have a way of leaving,” Wang Teng said confidently. “It doesn’t matter if you’re with me.” 

“Huh?” The antman queen was dumbfounded. She observed Wang Teng’s face, trying to see if he was 

acting. 

“The antman race has some wealth on other planets. We were in a hurry to escape, so we didn’t touch 

those treasures. If you save me, I can give them to you,” the antman queen pondered before speaking 

again. 

“How much?” Wang Teng asked. He was interested. 

“In terms of UC, these treasures are probably worth 300 trillion.” 

“Gasp!” Round Ball was shocked. It opened its eyes wide. 

Wang Teng was dumbstruck too. He felt that he must have heard wrong. 

300 trillion! 

Are you kidding me? 

The Flaming River Universe Lord only gave him around 20 trillion worth of inheritance. Yet, this antman 

queen was telling him that her race had 300 trillion worth of assets! 

“Is this a joke?” 

“Of course not.” 

“It isn’t enough.” Wang Teng pondered for a moment and shook his head. “If I’m right, you’ll be 

discovered once you leave this place. To that presence, you’re more delicious and conspicuous than 

me.” 

The antman queen became silent. 

She didn’t expect Wang Teng to know this. This was something she tried to hide because she knew that 

he wouldn’t agree to her request. 

“Looks like I’m right.” Wang Teng turned to leave. 



He didn’t want to carry a burden with him. Besides, this antman queen couldn’t be trusted. 

That presence was already frightening enough. The possibility of accidents happening would be greater 

if he brought this antman queen along. 

“Wait!” Just when Wang Teng was preparing to leave from the crack, the antman queen shouted 

helplessly, “Bring me along. I’m willing to pledge my loyalty.” 

“Your loyalty!” Wang Teng stopped. 

“Yes, my loyalty.” The antman queen said, “You can get the entire antman race if you get my loyalty.” 

“Wang Teng, this antman queen must be driven up the corner. To think that it’s willing to pay such a 

price.” Round Ball was screaming in astonishment in Wang Teng’s mind. “If she pledges her loyalty, her 

entire race will have to listen to you from now on. They’ll be slaves forever.” 

Honestly, Wang Teng was moved. The antman race was a powerful race. It was definitely good to have 

them under his wing. 

“Are you sure?” Wang Teng took a deep breath and asked. 

“I can release my origin to let you leave your mark,” the antman queen said calmly. 

“Alright, release your origin. I’ll bring you with me once I leave my mark.” Wang Teng finally nodded 

after some thought. 

The antman queen didn’t say anything. A white crystal flew toward Wang Teng under her control. 

Wang Teng’s eyes shimmered. He released his spiritual power and entered the white crystal, leaving his 

mark on it successfully. 

Now, Wang Teng could decide the life and death of the antman queen with a single thought. 

However, through his senses, he knew that this antman queen had reached the universe stage. 

Fortunately, Wang Teng’s spiritual power was strong enough. It had reached the peak of the celestial 

realm and wasn’t far away from achieving a breakthrough. That was why he could still leave his mark. 

However, once her abilities exceeded this limit, he might not be able to control the antman queen 

anymore. 

Wang Teng blinked. He wasn’t worried though. He was confident that he could maintain the difference 

in their abilities within this range. He might even be able to shorten it or surpass the antman queen. 

“Time is tight. Let’s leave this place,” the antman queen said. 

“We can’t leave for now. My spacecraft is spoiled. I need to repair it first,” Wang Teng answered. 

“I have an undamaged universe-level spacecraft. We can use it to leave this planet.” 

“What? You have a universe-level spacecraft? That’s great!” Wang Teng was elated. He asked hurriedly, 

“Where is it?” 

“Below a structure around 8000 kilometers away to the east.” 



“Alright, let’s head there.” 

He didn’t want to stay any longer on this planet. The earlier he left, the safer it was. 

“Go back to your Soul Crystal. I’ll put you in a safe place so that thing won’t be able to find you,” Wang 

Teng said. 

“You have a way to hide my presence?” the antman queen said helplessly. She felt that she was fooled. 

“I have to take some risks too.” Wang Teng smiled. He kept the Soul Crystal with the antman queen 

inside into his space fragment. 

“You’re a sly one. You forced the antman queen to bow down to you,” Round Ball said. 

“Stop bullshiting. I don’t want to bring this troublesome fellow along,” Wang Teng replied. 

“Please continue your act.” Round Ball scoffed. 

“Let’s go.” Wang Teng crawled out of the antman queen’s brain and passed through its body before 

arriving outside. 

“We need to bring this body back. This is good stuff, especially the brain. You can escape external 

detection. This is why the antman queen didn’t get discovered. It’s unbelievable,” Round Ball exclaimed. 

Wang Teng nodded. He stored the body of the antman queen in his space ring. 

Boom! 

At this moment, an ice-blue spear glow struck down from above, sweeping through the air with its 

extreme coldness. 

“He found me.” Wang Teng was shocked. He immediately released his Emerald Glazed Flame without a 

second thought and shot back. 

Fire Physique activated! 

Flame patterns appeared on Wang Teng’s body. Then, he released his punch. Flames gathered into a 

green fist mark and hurled toward the ice-blue spear glow. 

Boom! 

The two forces collided. Force waves swept throughout the cave. 

Wang Teng took the chance to dart far away. He looked at the lofty figure floating down from the roof 

with a frown. 

“Wang Teng!” Saiba glared at him. 

Chapter 1143: Have A Taste Of My Planetary Devastation! 

 

The two of them stared at each other in this dim space. The atmosphere was tense. 



“You’re the same race as that universe-stage martial warrior,” Wang Teng looked at him and exclaimed 

in surprise. 

“He’s my father,” Saiba said proudly using the common universal language. 

“Oh, son.” Wang Teng understood. 

The veins on Saiba’s forehead popped out. He glared at Wang Teng. 

There wasn’t anything wrong with this sentence, but he felt that Wang Teng was taking advantage of 

him. 

“Ice fairy!” Round Ball’s astounded voice rang in his mind. “Wang Teng, he’s an ice fairy!” 

“Ice fairy?” 

“Ice Fairy is an extremely powerful race in the universe. They are few in number and are born with 

powerful ice talent. Their understanding of the origin of ice is high. Almost all of them are powerful 

martial warriors,” Round Ball explained quickly. 

“That means that this is a fat ice element sheep.” Wang Teng’s eyes lit up. 

“Be careful.” Round Ball warned him. 

“Don’t worry.” Wang Teng nodded. He looked at the ice fairy and asked calmly, “Did your father send 

you here? Aren’t you worried that I’ll kill you?” 

“Hmph, who knows who will get killed in the end?” Saiba was provoked by Wang Teng’s words. A cold 

and sharp spear glow exploded from the long spear in his hand instantly as he roared. 

“Die!” 

Boom! 

A deafening Force explosion broke the silence in this vast and empty space. 

“What an idiot!” Looking at his reaction, Wang Teng knew that the other party didn’t inform the 

universe-stage martial warrior. He came alone. 

I must end it quickly! 

A cold glint flashed in Wang Teng’s eyes. His expression turned ruthless. He wouldn’t sit and wait for the 

other party to inform the universe-stage martial warrior. He must kill this person quickly. 

Cough… 

But he would have to get more benefits out of him first. It was rare to find an ice-element martial 

warrior. 

The next instant, a sword appeared in his hand. Flames surrounded it as he slashed it out, welcoming his 

enemy’s spear glow. 

Boom, boom, boom! 



The two of them turned into two beams of light, one blue and one green, and started flying back and 

forth, colliding occasionally and causing huge explosions. 

Wang Teng had activated his fire physique. He only used one divine flame, but it was enough to tackle a 

cosmos-stage martial warrior. 

He punched with one fist while releasing the Fire Ultima with his sword using the other hand. 

Saiba wielded his long spear in the air, leaving afterimages. He managed to block all of Wang Teng’s 

attacks. 

Wang Teng started to frown. 

His opponent was at the celestial stage too, but he wasn’t weak. Without using his trump card, Wang 

Teng found it hard to take him down. 

At the same time, Saiba was astounded by Wang Teng’s ability. He started to acknowledge his father’s 

comment about this young man: you shouldn’t take this fellow as a normal martial warrior. 

He cultivated along with his father and visited all parts of the universe with him. He had seen many 

talents and fought with them. Rarely were there any worthy opponents. Not many people could give 

him pressure. 

But when he was fighting with Wang Teng, he felt pressured. It wasn’t weak either. 

Instantly, Saiba’s gaze turned competitive. His fighting spirit was ignited after meeting this opponent. 

“It’s been a while since a similar stage martial warrior made me excited.” Saiba licked his lips. Then, he 

smiled and said, “Let me show you my real power.” 

Boom! 

The instant he finished speaking, an intense ice-cold glow erupted from his body. 

A special domain started spreading out. It enclosed Wang Teng instantly. 

Within a few breaths, the environment in this space changed. The dim underground space instantly 

turned into an icy cave covered with frost. 

Domain! 

This was an extremely rare and special ice domain! 

“Come, feel my Frost Domain.” Saiba laughed while floating in the air. The ice domain seemed endless. 

Snow fell from the sky, carrying a biting frost in them. 

Normal martial warriors might have been frozen in this domain. They would be in extreme danger and 

couldn’t fight anymore. 

However, Wang Teng had divine flames. He could resist the chill of the Frost Domain. Well, he wasn’t 

even affected. To him, this domain was no different from the outside. 



Unfortunately, Saiba didn’t know this. He thought that Wang Teng would be in deep trouble even if he 

wasn’t frozen instantly. 

“I’m the God in my Frost Domain!” Saiba looked down on Wang Teng as if success was in his hands. 

“God? This?” Wang Teng looked up and replied calmly. 

Saiba’s expression froze. He couldn’t detect any anxiousness or fear in Wang Teng’s gaze. There was 

only indifference. It was as if he was looking at a child wielding a knife, not a threat at all. 

“Hmph, you’re stubborn even when you’re about to die. Since you’re so confident, have a taste of the 

power of my Frost Domain.” Saiba snorted. He raised his long spear, and countless ice spears suddenly 

appeared in the air. Their sharp heads were all aimed at Wang Teng. 

“Ice Devil Spear!” He bellowed. 

The ice spears in the air started giving off a terrifying ice-blue glow. All of them shot toward Wang Teng. 

Wang Teng didn’t move though. He stared calmly at the ice spears charging at him. 

Boom! 

In an instant, all the ice spears dawned on him, causing a terrifying tremor. A thick ice-blue glow 

swallowed Wang Teng. 

“Hmph~” Saiba snorted when he saw this scene. “Blind confidence has caused the death of many 

talents. I didn’t think you’d be one of them.” 

“It’s too early to be happy.” A voice came from below him. 

“What?” Saiba’s expression changed. His brows scrunched up as he looked down. 

The ice-blue glow had dispersed while a dark yellow round ball had appeared in its place. Wang Teng’s 

voice came from within the round ball. 

“Domain!” Saiba squinted. He shouted in disbelief, “You have a domain!” 

“It’s just a domain, nothing special,” Wang Teng replied indifferently. 

Saiba felt his eyelids trembling. The domain that he was proud of was nothing special to Wang Teng. 

This fellow was a little too arrogant! 

Wang Teng didn’t care about his thoughts. A yellow glow appeared in his eyes, and he shouted in his 

heart, Meteorite Shower Domain, activate! 

With a loud boom, the dark yellow domain started trembling. It expanded at a fast speed and quickly 

suppressed Saiba’s Frost Domain, enveloping it inside. 

The space around them was no longer ice-blue. It had turned dark yellow. Large meteorites floated in 

the air, giving off a terrifying pressure. 

“Third-level domain!” Saiba swallowed his saliva. He found it unbelievable. 



Wang Teng’s domain was at the third level. Mind you, his was only at the second level. 

Wang Teng smirked when he saw his opponent’s expression. If he executed his fourth-level Black Metal 

Domain, this fellow might get frightened to death. 

“It’s time to end this.” A voice escaped Wang Teng’s throat as he pointed at Saiba. “Have a taste of my 

Planetary Devastation!” 

The giant rocks around suddenly rushed to the center and formed a massive ball. It was like a small 

planet. 

Boom! 

The ball plummeted toward Saiba like a shooting star… 

Chapter 1144: An Ice Fairy’s Loot! 

 

Boom! 

The giant ball of rock plummeted like a meteor. The horrifying aura instantly flooded the entire space. 

Saiba bore the brunt of it and seemed to be suppressed, unable to lift his head. 

“Damn it!” 

There was a reflection of the giant sphere in Saiba’s eyes. His expression changed drastically. At last, 

panic and fear washed over him. 

“Ice Blast!” He let out a furious roar. 

The Frost Domain around him shrank abruptly and condensed into a sphere that was less than ten 

meters in diameter. 

As Saiba struck forward with his spear, the icy sphere rushed toward the giant ball of rock. 

Boom! 

Scary explosions shook the air while the impact swept through the surroundings. After a while, the 

commotion subsided, and the Force gradually disappeared, revealing a ragged figure. 

Saiba… lost! 

He lost completely. There was no way he could fight back. 

His Frost Domain was only at the second level, a lot inferior compared to Wang Teng’s Meteorite 

Shower Domain. That was why he was defeated. 

Wang Teng walked over to Saiba’s side and looked down at the prideful ice fairy. 

“How are you so strong!?” Saiba’s voice was hoarse. Blood was flowing out from his mouth. He was 

aggrieved. 

“You’re narrow-minded, boy,” Wang Teng said quietly. 



“…” Saiba. 

“I won’t waste any more time with you. Let’s end this.” Wang Teng’s eyes were cold as he held his 

sword. “If you want to blame someone, blame your father for creating trouble.” 

“He will avenge me.” Saiba knew that Wang Teng wouldn’t let him off, so he didn’t beg for mercy. He 

just stared at him calmly. 

“Not bad, you have a strong will.” Wang Teng stabbed him and ended the ice fairy’s life. 

He then glanced around and collected the scattered attribute bubbles. 

Constellation Force (Ice)*3500 

Frost Domain*300 

Ice Devil Spear*300 

Ice Blast*200 

Constellation Force (Ice)*3000 

Imperial-Level Ice Talent*15000 

Celestial Realm Spirit*1000 

Ice Ultima*600 

… 

“Damn, this is an ice baby.” Wang Teng’s eyes shone brightly, and he felt a hint of joy in his heart. 

These were all great attribute bubbles! 

As expected of a talented martial warrior. The attribute bubbles that he dropped were different. 

There were 6500 points of the constellation ice Force, which was quite an amount for a celestial-stage 

martial warrior. It was clear that Saiba had a strong foundation and was much more powerful than 

ordinary celestial-stage martial warriors. 

On top of that, the universe-stage martial warrior was also an ice-element martial warrior. Many 

attribute bubbles had dropped when he attacked. Wang Teng naturally wouldn’t let them go. 

Now, Wang Teng’s ice Force had reached… 

Constellation Ice Force: 18500/30000 (third level) 

Although still at the third level, there was a small improvement! 

Wang Teng had the urge to farm attribute bubbles from the universe-stage martial warrior. 

Unfortunately, the action was potentially life-threatening. He didn’t want to die just yet. 

Next were 15000 points of imperial-level ice talent. These attributes were worth a lot! 



Wang Teng’s ice talent was already at the imperial level. With the addition of 15000 points, his ice talent 

greatly improved, and he felt stronger. 

This was followed by 1000 points of Celestial Realm Spirit. 

Spirit: 44500/50000 (celestial realm) 

Wang Teng couldn’t help but feel satisfied when he saw that his spirit was getting closer and closer to 

the cosmos realm. If he worked a bit harder, he would be able to advance to the cosmos realm! 

Besides that, there were also 600 points of Ice Ultima. This was a new attribute for Wang Teng, which 

meant a lot to him. 

Ice Ultima was undoubtedly powerful. Wang Teng sensed it while fighting the ice fairy. He had to use his 

Fire Physique and Fire Ultima to withstand the Ice Ultima. 

Ice Ultima: 300/500 (second level) 

Even though he had just obtained it, he had already reached the second level. It was clear that Saiba had 

mastered the Ice Ultima to a great extent. 

It was a pity that there wasn’t enough time. Otherwise, Wang Teng would have fought with him for 

another three hundred rounds and farmed more attribute bubbles from him. 

Finally, the biggest harvest this time was… Frost Domain! 

Wang Teng was astonished to discover that the ice fairy had comprehended the power of the domain in 

the celestial stage. He felt that he had underestimated the geniuses in the universe. 

It was possible that the feat was achieved with a universe-stage martial warrior’s guidance. But he had 

to admit that the ice fairy had extraordinary talent as well. 

An idiot wouldn’t become powerful when taught by a universe-stage martial warrior. 

Now, the Frost Domain was Wang Teng’s. 

The universe-stage martial warrior had spent so much time and effort in teaching his son, but now, 

Wang Teng was the one reaping the benefits. 

Frost Domain: 300/1000 (first rank) 

“It’s a pity that there are only 300 points. He wasn’t good enough!” Wang Teng shook his head in regret. 

If Saiba was better, he could have obtained more attributes. 

What a pity! 

If Saiba knew what Wang Teng was thinking, he might crawl up from the ground. 

He benefited from it and pretended otherwise! 

Other people had worked so hard to master the domain, but he was still complaining after obtaining it 

so easily. 

Shameless! 



Wang Teng also got his hands on two ice-element battle techniques: Ice Devil Spear and Ice Blast. 

These battle techniques were extremely powerful. If used properly, they would be useful means of 

combat. 

In particular, Ice Blast was able to compress the power of the domain. Its power could almost reach the 

levels of his Planetary Devastation. 

Ice Devil Spear: 300/1000 (foundation) (universe stage) 

Ice Blast: 200/1000 (foundation) (universe stage) 

“These are universe-stage battle techniques!” Wang Teng was surprised when information about the 

two battle techniques emerged in his mind. 

He didn’t expect these battle techniques to reach such a level! 

It was great to have a universe-stage martial warrior as a father. He had universe-stage battle 

techniques, which was practically cheating. 

He could only pick up attribute bubbles that other people dropped. 

What a tough life! 

He shook his head and sighed. Wang Teng then took away the ice fairy’s space ring and scanned it. After 

making sure that everything was dealt with, he left and headed to another antman race’s building where 

the universe-level spacecraft was buried. 

… 

On a bare mountain thousands of miles away, the universe-stage martial warrior was sitting cross-

legged on a rock. His eyes suddenly snapped open. Killing intent burst out from his body as he let out a 

loud roar. 

“Wang Teng, how dare you kill my son!!” 

The roar was filled with endless rage and grief. It was like an injured beast. It was hard to imagine that a 

universe-stage martial warrior would show such emotions. 

In the next moment, he shot up and headed toward the antman building with extreme speed. 

At the same time, what Wang Teng and the universe-stage martial warrior didn’t know was that in the 

core of the planet, a pair of huge and cold purple-black eyes had slowly opened. 
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:Chapter 1145 Universe-Level Spacecraft—Devil Slayer! 

 

Wang Teng headed towards the building that the antman queen directed him to while paying attention 

to what was happening underground. 

Suddenly, he stopped in his tracks, and his expression turned solemn. 



“What’s wrong?” Round Ball asked in surprise. 

Hearing that there was a universe-level spacecraft on the planet, it was more concerned than anyone 

else. It felt a little weird when Wang Teng stopped. 

“The thing that’s underground just moved!” Wang Teng said solemnly. 

“Moved!” Round Ball was shocked. 

Wang Teng activated his Spiritual Sight and Eyes of Essence and looked down at the ground. He saw the 

thing move, but it then became silent again as if it had never moved. 

It found me! For some unknown reason, he had this idea. That thing might be able to sense his gaze! 

Wang Teng took a deep breath and was shocked by his own guess. If that thing could really sense his 

gaze, it would be terrifying. 

When you look into the abyss, the abyss is watching you as well. 

This feeling made his scalp tingle. 

Wang Teng retracted his gaze and didn’t dare to look again as if his guess might come true. 

“Did you sense it correctly?” Round Ball gulped. 

Wang Teng shook his head and didn’t say anything. Gritting his teeth, he rushed toward the antman 

building. No matter what, he had to get his hands on the universe-level spacecraft. He would think 

about these things later. 

At the same time, Wang Teng’s spirit entered the space fragment and transmitted a message to the 

antman queen. “What the hell is that thing?” 

“This is a magical place. I can feel that this is completely isolated from the outside world. No wonder you 

had the confidence to take me away.” The antman queen didn’t answer his question. 

“Don’t play with me.” Wang Teng frowned and snarled. 

“No, I’m just expressing my feelings.” The antman queen’s voice was gentle as always. “I don’t know 

what it is, but I know that it is able to absorb everything that has ‘life’ to nourish itself.” 

“You don’t need to say that; I know it as well.” Wang Teng took a deep breath. He felt that this antman 

queen was just spouting nonsense. 

“You said that you would help me previously.” 

“We don’t have any other chance. If anything goes wrong, it would be difficult to get out of here.” 

“Alright, when you get the universe-level spacecraft, head east. There’s something there that it’s afraid 

of,” the antman queen said. 

“Something that it’s afraid of? What’s that?” Wang Teng asked in surprise. 

“There’s a dimensional rift to Darkland there. If my guess is right, it should be that.” 



“Darkland dimensional rift!” Wang Teng frowned. “There are actually dimensional rifts to the Darkland 

here on this planet?” 

“That’s right. Dark apparitions appeared on this planet but were repelled by us, and the dimensional 

rifts were sealed.” The antman queen said, “We discovered that it never goes near that place as if it’s 

incompatible with the dark Force. 

“It can absorb all life, which means it is very sensitive to the power of life. Then…” Wang Teng’s eyes lit 

up, and his mind started churning thoughts, “Dark Force means death, so it should detest dark Force. 

Dark Force might even affect it negatively.” 

“Your analysis is the same as ours back then,” the antman queen commented. 

“Then why didn’t you all go to the dimensional rift?” 

“We didn’t dare to.” The antman queen smiled bitterly. 

Ugh… That’s right. Ordinary creatures would avoid the Darkland, let alone approach it. Wang Teng 

thought about it and said, “So back then, all of you headed to the dimensional rift as a last resort, but it 

was too late.” 

“That’s right.” The antman queen went silent for a while before responding. 

“Do you dare to go there?” She raised a question. 

“Hahaha… Make a guess.” Wang Teng laughed. 

He had killed so many dark apparitions and even visited the Darkland multiple times. There was nothing 

he was afraid of. 

If there was anyone who was the least afraid of the Darkland, it would be him. After all, Wang Teng 

possessed dark Force. Although he didn’t use it often, he didn’t mind revealing it if necessary. 

Anyway, it was impossible for Round Ball and the antman queen to betray him. He didn’t need to worry 

about others knowing his secret. 

Wang Teng felt a lot more relaxed. At least there was hope. As long as he could find a way to deal with 

it, there was still hope. 

The worst thing was if there was no countermeasure. 

Wang Teng increased his speed to the maximum and finally saw an antman building from afar after 

about ten minutes. 

He sent the image over to the antman queen, confirming that it was the building where they had hid the 

universe-level spacecraft. 

Wang Teng went inside. With the antman queen’s help, he didn’t need to search for it himself. He got 

through the levels smoothly and reached the deepest part of the building. 

He even gained a lot of Bloodlust Stones and Bloodlust Ultima along the way. 

Bloodlust Ultima: 120/3000 (third level) 



After picking up this wave of Bloodlust Ultima attributes, he advanced it to the third level! 

The deepest part of the building was a whole lot different. 

There was no antman queen here, only a large underground space. The place was filled with all kinds of 

mechanical instruments. The rock walls were inscribed with runes, which sealed everything here. 

There was no life in these machines. That was presumably why they were still in one piece. 

A universe-level spacecraft was parked at the bottom of the underground space. Compared to Wang 

Teng’s Flaming River, this spacecraft was less than a third of its size. 

Wang Teng landed from above and appeared in front of the spacecraft, scanning it. The spacecraft was 

pitch-black and looked like a pyramid. 

“As expected of an antman race’s spacecraft. The appearance alone exudes killing intent.” Round Ball 

appeared and exclaimed. 

“Cold and ferocious, like a murderous god and also a ghost,” Wang Teng commented with a flash of 

surprise in his eyes. 

To a man, this spacecraft was sleek and gorgeous, like a Rolls Royce amongst supercars. It was definitely 

a Phantom amongst spacecraft! 

Just imagining driving a spacecraft like this in space made one’s soul tremble with excitement. 

If a spacecraft enthusiast like Di Qi saw this universe-level spacecraft, he would go green with envy. 

“This universe-level spacecraft is named Devil Slayer!” The antman queen’s voice appeared in Wang 

Teng’s mind. 

Chapter 1146: Chaos And Escape! 

 

“Devil Slayer!” Wang Teng repeated the name and found it appropriate. 

“Even the name is full of bloodlust.” Round Ball was speechless. 

Boom! 

The entire antman building shook as if it had been struck with a huge force. 

Wang Teng’s expression changed. He activated his Spiritual Sight and looked toward the ground below. 

“How is this possible?” His pupils shrank as if he had seen something unbelievable. 

A dark purple beam of light protruded out of the ground like a tentacle, extending all the way to the 

bottom of the building. 

Although Wang Teng had retracted his gaze and didn’t stare at it, he still observed it from time to time. 

He just checked a minute ago. 

There was no movement from the dark purple light back then. When did it stretch its ‘hand’ here?” 



“Let’s leave!” Wang Teng didn’t dare to hesitate and put away the universe-level spacecraft before 

rushing out of the antman building. 

He had not forgotten about the tragic states of the dead antmen. If that thing underground caught up to 

him, his Origin Of Life would be sucked dry. 

His Origin Of Life was considered strong amongst those of the same stage, but to that existence, it 

wasn’t even enough for an appetizer. 

Boom! 

The entire building shook. Cracks started appearing in the surrounding metal walls as if it was being 

compressed by something from the outside. 

The metal tunnel and the ground were cracking as well. Many metal fragments were flung around, flying 

toward Wang Teng. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh… 

The metal fragments were like powerful bullets fired from Force guns. If hit, even Wang Teng would be 

injured. 

It was clear how powerful the burst of the dark purple light was. 

Force surged out of Wang Teng’s body, forming a protective barrier around him as he bulldozed his way 

ahead. 

At the same time, he waved his hand, and the Golden Crescent Blade flew out, spinning rapidly and 

slicing the top of the metal tunnel. 

Crack! 

Screeching sounds reverberated as Wang Teng opened up the tunnel. He then rushed toward the top. 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 

Right at this moment, streaks of dark purple light shot out from the cracks like tentacles, chasing after 

Wang Teng. They were like a mouth trying to devour him. 

Wang Teng’s expression changed drastically. He could feel a strong pulling force coming from behind. 

The pulling force was not only affecting his body as it tried to drag him down, but even his Origin Of Life 

was starting to flow out. 

Incapable of resistance. This feeling was too horrifying! 

“You want to eat me?” Wang Teng became ruthless, and a cold expression appeared on his face. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, a black Force gushed out of his body, with a cold, sinister, and even chaotic feeling. 

The appearance of this power transformed Wang Teng as if a human had morphed into a terrifying dark 

apparition. Menace filled his entire body. 



His black hair danced wildly in the air, filled with recklessness and insanity. 

If not for his clear eyes, anyone would have thought that he was a dark apparition. 

“Wang Teng, you!” Round Ball was dumbstruck. 

It never thought that Wang Teng had the power of dark Force. This was simply impossible! 

It spent so much time with Wang Teng and was sure that he was a pure human being. How could he use 

the dark Force? 

Countless questions and doubts appeared in Round Ball’s mind, but it knew that this was not the time to 

ask about these things. 

Roar! 

A strange roar came from the dark purple light. 

It seemed to be afraid of the dark Force and retreated involuntarily. It was unwilling to approach Wang 

Teng, who was shrouded in dark Force. 

“It retreated. It really is afraid of dark Force!” Round Ball was pleasantly surprised. 

Wang Teng, however, was silent. He increased his speed and charged toward the top frantically. 

The dark purple light let out a strange yell as if it was reluctant and furious. It then chased him again. It 

didn’t want to let Wang Teng leave like that. 

By the looks of it, although it feared the dark Force, it wasn’t completely afraid of it. 

The dark purple light was swift as well. In just a few moments, it had caught up. The distance between 

them was getting shorter and shorter. 

Wang Teng’s expression darkened. He didn’t need to look back to know that the terrifying presence was 

nearing him. 

“We can’t go on like this; it will catch us.” His eyes flashed. From the corner of his mind, an idea popped 

out. 

Lazy Mist! 

This was a peculiar gas attack that he had obtained from the Lazy Mist Devil Emperor. Anyone affected 

by the mist would become lazy. 

When he was cultivating, he also absorbed the laziness of humans and converted them into Lazy Mist 

using the Lazy Mist Devil Scripture, which he stored in his mind. 

Now was the time for it to come in handy. He just didn’t know if it would work against that thing. 

In the next instant, the Lazy Mist gushed out of Wang Teng’s body and enveloped the dark purple light 

behind him. 

Roar! 



The dark purple light couldn’t react in time and rushed into the Lazy Mist. It then actually quietened 

down. 

“It’s useful!” Wang Teng was delighted, but he didn’t stop. He continued going upward. 

He pulled the distance away in an instant. Before long, he couldn’t see the dark purple light from behind 

anymore. 

Just as he was about to exit the antman building, a horrifying roar thundered in his ears. The entire 

building began to sink. 

“Open!” Wang Teng shouted and slashed upward with his sword. 

Boom! 

The top of the building was finally opened up, and the grey skies appeared. 

Wang Teng rushed out, charging into the distance. 

Boom! 

The antman building sank into the ground. Clouds of dust rose into the sky as if a sandstorm was near. 

“Wang Teng, get the Devil Slayer out. We can start it,” Round Ball shouted in Wang Teng’s mind. 

“No, it’s too late.” Wang Teng looked at the dust below, only to see a streak of purple light rising and 

chasing him. 

“Damn it!” 

Wang Teng’s pupils shrank. He didn’t dare to take out the universe-level spacecraft. If he did so, it might 

be even easier to be caught with the size of the spacecraft. 

While running, he scanned his surroundings, and his eyes suddenly lit up. He saw an ice-blue light 

rushing toward him. 

“You can’t blame me for this!” 

Wang Teng sneered in his heart. Not only did he not hide, but he even changed his direction and headed 

straight toward the light. 

 

Chapter 1147: Desperate Situation! 

The universe-stage martial warrior’s name was Sailen. 

As a universe-stage martial warrior, he was someone who had influence in at least one planetary sector. 

He even made a name for himself in the galaxy. 

But while confronting Wang Teng, he suffered repeated setbacks. 

Sailen’s life was a little sad. 



He initially wanted to head over to another antman building, but he heard a roar on his way there, so he 

rushed over. 

He knew something must have happened. He was even more certain that Wang Teng must be here. 

Wang Teng had killed his only son. He must be avenged. 

Sailen’s body emanated an icy chill. Although his face was blurred, his eyes were filled with murderous 

intent. 

Boom! 

He sped up and rushed toward the commotion. 

At the same time, a green light was heading toward him from the front. 

After Wang Teng discovered the universe-stage martial warrior, he concealed his dark Force. 

He couldn’t guarantee that the universe-stage martial warrior would stay here. He didn’t want to reveal 

the existence of the dark Force. 

Otherwise, it would be big trouble for him. 

“Hmm?” Sailen felt Wang Teng’s aura and frowned. 

Something’s not right! 

This brat is so cunning. Why would he throw himself to me? 

He didn’t believe that Wang Teng didn’t know that he was here. 

So there was only one problem. This bastard wanted to direct his problems to him. 

Sailen looked grim, and his heart was boiling with killing intent. He wanted to turn and leave 

immediately, but Wang Teng was just in front of his eyes. He was reluctant to do so. 

He fell into hesitation before finally deciding to kill him here and leave as quickly as possible. 

With the strength of a universe-stage martial warrior, no matter what terrifying thing there was on this 

planet, he could always leave if he wanted to. 

He had the utmost confidence in his own strength. 

Wang Teng also sensed that the universe-stage martial warrior had stopped. Countless thoughts flashed 

in his mind, and he immediately guessed what the other party was trying to do. 

But he didn’t hesitate at all. 

There was something more horrifying behind him. He had to rely on the universe-stage martial warrior 

to hold it back. 

Boom! 



Behind Wang Teng, dust and sand were flying in the sky, sweeping toward him like a sandstorm. He 

couldn’t see the figure behind the sandstorm. The only thing he could see was the dark purple light that 

appeared from time to time. 

3000 meters! 

2500 meters! 

2000 meters! 

The distance between them was getting shorter. Wang Teng maximized his speed. He could already see 

the icy-blue glow of the universe-stage martial warrior. 

Sailen saw the frightening scene as well, and his pupils shrank. 

“Damn it!” 

He finally felt panic. His scalp was numb. The thing inside the sandstorm could definitely threaten him. 

Sailen couldn’t care less about Wang Teng. Nothing was more important than his own life. 

So… he turned around and ran! 

“F**k!” Wang Teng cursed and shouted, “Don’t go, I’m here. Come and kill me!” 

“Go away!” Sailen’s face turned black as he shouted. 

This brat is an asshole! 

He had brought such a terrifying thing to him. If it wasn’t for the circumstances, he would have stopped 

and killed Wang Teng right then and there. 

A universe-stage martial warrior was forced to such a point! 

“Are you not going to kill me? I killed your son. Are you not going to avenge him?” Wang Teng taunted 

as he ran. 

“Bastard!” Sailen gritted his teeth, and his eyes were filled with hatred. But no matter how furious he 

was, he didn’t slow down at all. 

With the sword in his hand, he slashed at Wang Teng behind him. An icy-blue sword glow traveled 

across in a bid to intercept Wang Teng. 

Wang Teng’s eyes narrowed, and he used Space Flash to move away. 

The icy sword glow slashed into the sand behind him. 

Boom! 

The sword glow finally revealed the dark purple light inside. 

That thing had no physical body, but it looked like a huge octopus. The dark purple streaks of light 

turned into countless tentacle-like things that danced in the sky as they lunged toward Wang Teng and 

Sailen. 



Roar! 

Sailen’s attacks seemed to have enraged that thing, causing it to let out a furious roar. 

“Good job!” Wang Teng couldn’t help but praise Sailen. 

“F**k!” Sailen saw that and his face was dark like the bottom of a pot. 

Boss, this is all a misunderstanding! 

This was not his original intention. He only wanted to intercept Wang Teng. 

Unfortunately, that thing wouldn’t listen to his explanation. 

If that thing took Sailen as ordinary prey previously, it treated him as disobedient prey now. 

Disobedient prey had to be taught a lesson. 

“Don’t stop, continue!” Wang Teng shouted from behind. 

“To hell with continuing!” Sailen wanted to curse, but he knew that this was obviously not the time to 

lose his composure. 

Wang Teng could clearly evade his attacks easily. If he attacked again, he would hit that thing and 

provoke it. It wasn’t worth it at all. 

This was too frustrating! 

Wang Teng saw that the other party was no longer doing anything, but he wouldn’t let the universe-

stage martial warrior off like that. Although he couldn’t defeat his opponent, it was still okay to give him 

some trouble. 

The Golden Crescent Blade flew out and spun rapidly with a wave of his hand. It only surrounded the 

universe-stage martial warrior without attacking. 

At the same time, he used Fire Tongue. The divine flames turned into tongues of flame and tried to 

catch Sailen. 

These wouldn’t pose any threat to Sailen’s life or even hurt him. However, they would slow him down. 

“Get lost!” 

Sailen’s face was gloomy. He kept slashing his sword to repel the Golden Crescent Blade and slice the 

Fire Tongues. 

“Goodbye.” Wang Teng laughed. He had already caught up and overtook him. 

Sailen’s face turned green and white. He didn’t dare to stop and didn’t have the time to deal with Wang 

Teng. He could only run for his life. 

The universe-stage martial warrior was supposed to be faster than Wang Teng, but Wang Teng had 

donned the Wings Of Wind And Lightning and was extremely fast. He also used space techniques from 

time to time, which was why he wasn’t much slower than Sailen. 



The horrifying presence behind kept chasing wildly, but the distance had widened. 

Wang Teng heaved a sigh of relief. Suddenly, the ground in front began to quake. Sand and dust shot up 

into the sky. 

Not only that, but the same thing happened to the ground on both sides as well. Something charged out 

from below. 

Wang Teng and Sailen were surrounded. Their expressions were bleak, and they had to stop. 

Wang Teng’s pupils shrank. He was trying to figure out a way to escape. However, he came up with 

nothing. 

He was in a desperate situation! 

Chapter 1148: Devouring Nihility Beast! 

 

The sand encased Wang Teng and Sailen like a cage. 

Even the sky was gradually covered. Soon, the two sides of the sand met, and they were locked inside 

entirely. 

Wang Teng and Sailen’s only path of retreat was blocked. 

They weren’t afraid of the sand. They were afraid of what was in it. 

The purple-black light filled up Wang Teng’s vision when he activated his Spiritual Sight. There wasn’t 

any room for him to escape. 

“Hey,” Wang Teng called Sailen. 

“What?” Sailen frowned and asked in a cold voice. 

“We can only work together to see if there’s any possibility of escaping,” Wang Teng said. 

“Work with you?” Sailen scoffed in disdain. “You?” 

He added indifferently, “I won’t cooperate with my son’s killer.” 

“Let’s die together then.” Wang Teng shook his head and sighed. 

“Hmph, I might not die.” Sailen snorted. 

“Huh?” Wang Teng looked at him in astonishment. “Let’s wait and see.” 

He furrowed his brows slightly. The universe-stage martial warrior wouldn’t give him trouble, but he 

wouldn’t cooperate with him either. 

This was troublesome! 

Was he supposed to expose his dark Force again? 



However, his dark Force was only at the sixth-level planetary stage. He wasn’t certain if he could escape 

before his dark Force wore down completely. 

If he couldn’t run away in time, he would become that creature’s food. 

The sand cage was gradually shrinking. It didn’t move quickly and was slowing down. 

It seemed to be teasing them. 

Just like a cat that caught a mouse, it didn’t gobble them up in a hurry but allowed them to stay alive for 

some time as if their meat would taste better this way. Or, it had a bad sense of humor. 

After all, if one stayed underground for many years, they might become as crazy as this creature. 

Wang Teng knew that when he noticed this creature, it was observing him silently too. Suddenly, he felt 

it might have a screw loose. 

He assessed the situation and wasn’t in a hurry to escape. There was some time before the other party 

ate him. He must find the most appropriate way of survival. 

“Wang Teng, I think I know what that is!” Round Ball’s voice appeared in Wang Teng’s mind. 

Wang Teng was astounded and elated. He asked hurriedly, “What is it?” 

“Devouring Nihility Beast!” Round Ball said these three words after a moment of silence. 

“The Devouring Nihility Beast! What’s that?” Wang Teng had never heard of this beast, so he didn’t 

know what it was. 

“This is a presence that only exists in legends. It’s a mysterious beast. The people who have seen it 

before are mostly dead. Thus, there’s almost no information on the Devouring Nihility Beast. I found its 

description while looking through an ancient book just now,” Round Ball explained quickly. 

“How confident are you?” 

“Based on the characteristics of this creature, I’m about 80% certain.” 

Wang Teng nodded. “Did the ancient book mention its weakness?” 

“No. It just says that it can grow by swallowing any matter and it especially loves the Origin Of Soul and 

the Origin Of Life. It hates dark Force, but it can devour it if it wants to. It just doesn’t like it,” Round Ball 

said. 

“F**k, pervert.” Wang Teng widened his eyes in disbelief. 

It could swallow anything! 

Wasn’t it invincible? 

At first, he thought that the creature was afraid of the dark Force. Now, he knew that it wasn’t afraid. It 

just disliked it. 

Just like a little child who disliked coriander. If you forced him, he would still eat it. 



The sand cage had shrunk to 500 meters in radius. Sailen couldn’t bear it anymore. A glaring ice-blue 

glow shot out from his body, giving off a strange fluctuation. 

The power of origin. He wants to use his power of origin to force his way out. Wang Teng understood his 

plan after sensing the fluctuation. 

He kept his distance in case the other party dealt him a blow before leaving. 

He had killed his son. This was unforgivable. 

An ice-blue glow shot out from Sailen’s eyes. He gave Wang Teng a final glance before ignoring him. 

With a yell, the ice-blue glow exploded, and a powerful fluctuation spread out. 

“Go!” Sailen shouted. He turned into a dazzling and sharp beam of sword glow and slashed out. 

His body had disappeared too. 

Boom! 

Along with a terrifying explosion, a large blade mark was formed in the sand ahead. The purple-black 

glow was cut by the sword glow too. 

Wang Teng frowned. A universe-stage martial warrior was indeed powerful. 

However, just when he thought that the ice-blue blade glow was going to shatter the purple-black glow, 

something unexpected happened. 

The purple-black glow started gathering together at a high speed, enveloping the ice-blue glow as if it 

was devouring it. 

Boom! 

The purple-black glow expanded, and beams of ice-blue glow shot out from within. 

However, it was useless. The ice-blue glow was still devoured in the end and disappeared. 

Calmness resumed. Only the enclosed cage continued shrinking slowly. Wang Teng stood in the middle. 

“Sigh, even a universe-stage martial warrior can’t force his way out.” Wang Teng felt dejected. His heart 

sank as if there was a huge rock pressing it down. 

“Wang Teng!” Round Ball shouted uncontrollably. 

It couldn’t think of any solutions either. It felt despair. 

Was Wang Teng and it going to die here? 

It thought that Wang Teng could go further in the universe with his exceptional talent, but they met the 

Devouring Nihility Beast. 

Things never went as planned! 

At this moment, the cage around them suddenly shrunk quickly. It became a hundred meters smaller 

almost instantly. 



There’s no time! 

Wang Teng turned grim. He released the divine flames in his body. 

Dark Flame, Holy Flame, Emerald Glazed Flame, and Soul Of Thousand Beasts Flame, these four flames 

engulfed him. 

At the same time, he also released the Water Of Netherworld and formed a blue bubble around him, 

blocking the divine flame outside. 

Dark Force surged out and formed a pitch-black outer layer. 

Three layers of defense! 

Wang Teng completed the defense within an instant. 

Boom! 

The sand drowned him while the purple-black glow devoured him entirely… 

Chapter 1149: The Final Method! 

 

Wang Teng wrapped himself up with another three layers of defense to see if he could escape from 

being swallowed up by the Devouring Nihility Beast. 

After the purple-black light enveloped Wang Teng, the first thing it had to overcome was the barrier 

formed by the dark Force. 

In the end, it found it hard to swallow as if it had eaten a piece of dung. 

It seemed that dark Force wasn’t a good thing for it. 

Wang Teng wanted to find an opportunity to escape, but he felt like he was spinning while he was inside 

his barrier. It seemed like he was falling rapidly toward the bottom. 

This discovery changed Wang Teng’s expression slightly. 

It looked like the Devouring Nihility Beast wouldn’t let him go easily even if it wasn’t in a hurry to devour 

him. It was dragging him to the place where its body was. 

After some time, Wang Teng felt that his surroundings were silent without any vibrations or sounds. It 

was like he was floating up and down on the water. 

Wang Teng crossed his legs and sat in his barrier. He couldn’t see anything outside and could only see a 

terrifying mass of energy surrounding him by using Spiritual Sight. 

This mass of energy was clearly the Devouring Nihility Beast’s body. He guessed that he was in its 

stomach. 

“Wang Teng, what now?” Round Ball asked in a solemn voice. 

“We shall be its cold dish!” Wang Teng shook his head. He couldn’t come up with any good ideas. 



“…” Round Ball was speechless. 

Can you be serious? 

This is a matter of life and death! 

Wang Teng ignored Round Ball and closed his eyes. He then focused on his attributes panel. 

Ordinary methods were no longer enough for him to escape from the Devouring Nihility Beast’s grasp. 

He had to figure out if there was a special way to deal with this thing. 

Round Ball saw what was happening and knew that Wang Teng was thinking of a solution. It didn’t dare 

to disturb him, only worrying silently. 

Time passed slowly. 

Wang Teng said that he wasn’t in a hurry, but the reality was otherwise. He was browsing through all his 

skills over and over again. If he could deal with the Devouring Nihility Beast, he didn’t mind trying it. 

No one knew how long it took. 

The Devouring Nihility Beast seemed to have become impatient and was about to attack Wang Teng. 

A peculiar force enveloped the barrier with huge suction power, which seemed to pull it apart. 

Wang Teng sensed this immediately. His expression changed as his eyes snapped open. 

“It moved!” Round Ball was startled and looked outside, but it wasn’t able to see anything. 

“What do we do? What do we do? I don’t want to die here.” It spun around in front of Wang Teng 

anxiously. 

“Stop spinning, I’m getting dizzy.” Wang Teng rolled his eyes. “Why is an intelligent lifeform like you 

afraid of dying?” 

“Intelligent lifeforms are still lifeforms. You’re despising me.” Round Ball glared at him. 

“It’s rare to see such a cowardly intelligent lifeform like you.” Wang Teng teased. 

“Stop fooling around. Hurry up and think of a way.” Round Ball rolled its eyes. 

Wang Teng shook his head and looked forward. 

Gnawing sounds were suddenly heard from the barrier as if it was being eroded by something. 

The atmosphere tensed up, causing Wang Teng and Round Ball to hold their breaths. 

Very soon, the outermost layer of dark Force had been devoured completely. 

Wang Teng didn’t stop it. 

“Is there really no way?” Round Ball’s heart sank when it saw him like this. It then suggested, “We are 

now at its stomach, which should be every lifeform’s most vulnerable place. Can you use your dark 

Force and carve a way out?” 



“Wait, what did you say?” A flicker of light flashed in Wang Teng’s eyes as if he had caught something. 

“You have a plan?” Round Ball was pleasantly surprised. 

“Repeat what you said,” Wang Teng said hurriedly. 

“We’re in its stomach? The stomach should be every lifeform’s most vulnerable place?” Round Ball said, 

“Is that it?” 

“Stomach, the most vulnerable place.” Wang Teng ignored Round Ball and kept repeating that in his 

mind. He seemed to have caught something, but at the same time, didn’t. 

He seemed to have seen a related skill when he was browsing through the attributes panel. 

What was it? 

Skills started appearing in his mind one by one… 

This feeling was tearing into his heart, and he was about to go crazy. 

Having too many skills was also a problem. It was hard to find a skill that he needed. 

But then again, if he didn’t have so many skills, he wouldn’t have been able to find useful skills. 

“The most vulnerable place!” 

Wang Teng muttered to himself, his eyes getting brighter and brighter. 

“I understand!” 

“What do you understand?” Round Ball asked with a shocked expression. 

“I know how to deal with it.” Wang Teng laughed uncontrollably. “The most vulnerable place is not the 

stomach, it’s…” 

“What is it?” Round Ball probed. 

Wang Teng didn’t say it directly and told it in his mind. “The soul is the most vulnerable!” 

“Soul!” Round Ball was slightly stunned. “The Devouring Nihility Beast is so powerful; its soul shouldn’t 

be that weak.” 

“This is just relatively speaking. For every lifeform, the soul is the most vulnerable place.” 

“You want to attack its soul?” Round Ball hesitated. 

“Yes, but it isn’t really an attack, it should be…” Wang Teng stopped. His eyes flashed, and he said in a 

deep voice, “Round Ball, I’ll place my body into the space fragment. Go in together with me.” 

“Wait, what are you trying to do?” Round Ball was anxious. 

Before it finished speaking, it disappeared from the barrier along with Wang Teng. 

“This is the final method!” 



A faint voice drifted inside the barrier. 

In the space fragment, Wang Teng landed on a piece of rock. The floral fairies were shocked when they 

saw their master appear. They were about to come over and greet him while also updating him about 

the progress of the space fragment’s makeover. 

However, Wang Teng shut his eyes and ignored them. 

Catalpa and the other floral fairies were flustered and thought that Wang Teng didn’t approve of them. 

“This guy, he didn’t even say what he was going to do.” Round Ball was full of resentment as it emerged 

from Wang Teng’s body. It was then stunned to see its surroundings. 

“This space fragment is full of vitality. 

“It achieved such a level without being a small world, and there are no complete rules yet. 

“Oh, aren’t those floral fairies? So they were placed here.” 

The antman queen was just nearby. Its Origin Of Soul floated out of the body and looked over. “Why are 

you all here as well?” 

“We were devoured,” Round Ball said helplessly. 

Wang Teng activated these two skills simultaneously. 

A moment ago, he had raised these two skills to the perfected stage. He activated them in unison 

because he wanted to give the Devouring Nihility Beast a lethal strike. 

Full-blown Abyss Burial! 

Thieve at max power! 

The angry roar of the Devouring Nihility Beast echoed in the universe. It sounded furious and agitated. 

… 

Time passed slowly. More than a month had passed in the blink of an eye. 

The disappearance of the Devouring Nihility Beast caused the decaying planet to turn dead silent. It 

floated in the universe along with the gray mist like a ghost of the universe. 

No one could barge into the center of the gray mist and disturb this dead planet either. 

At the same time, Round Ball and the others were counting the days in Wang Teng’s Space Fragment. 

The more time passed, the more agitated they felt. 

“It’s been more than a month. Why isn’t Wang Teng awake?” Round Ball floated around Wang Teng, 

checking his breath and his pulse occasionally, afraid that he would die at any moment. 

“Be quiet,” the antman queen said uncontrollably. 

“What do you know? You’re not affected if he dies.” Round Ball shot back. 



“If he dies, I’ll die too,” the antman queen said peacefully. 

“Oh, right.” Round Ball reacted in time. 

“Since this space hasn’t been devoured yet, this means that the Devouring Nihility Beast has no time to 

care about us or Wang Teng still has strength left. Both situations are good for us,” the antman queen 

said. 

“Cough, that’s what I think so too.” Round Ball realized what she meant and coughed awkwardly. 

The antman queen said softly, “Did you learn your shamelessness from your master?” 

Round Ball didn’t find it embarrassing. It rolled its eyes and asked, “Do you think he can succeed? Can he 

hold back the Devouring Nihility Beast?” 

“He might be able to do it.” The antman queen sighed. “We can only place our hopes on him.” 

“I hope so.” Round Ball sighed. Its gaze turned firm. “He can always create miracles. I believe that he 

won’t die here.” 

… 

“Am I still alive?” 

Wang Teng woke up in the dark. He was confused and hadn’t realized what had happened. 

“I’m still alive!” After some time, he repeated the sentence with a resolute voice. 

Wang Teng’s spirit opened his eyes gradually. 

He realized that he was in a dark and boundless space. It was vast with no end in sight. 

“Where is this?” Wang Teng was puzzled. “Oh right, this is the Devouring Nihility Beast’s Devour Space! 

It’s where its Origin Of Soul is!” 

“So, where is the Origin Of Soul?” Wang Teng looked around. The Devouring Nihility Beast’s Origin Of 

Soul was nowhere to be seen. He quickly felt his own Origin Of Soul. He was overjoyed. 

He realized that his Origin Of Soul had become much stronger. 

No, it was more appropriate to say that there was another Origin Of Soul within his. 

This Origin Of Soul was part of him now. It was the Devouring Nihility Beast’s Origin Of Soul! 

He succeeded! 

Thieve! 

He did it! 

“Hahaha…” Wang Teng burst out laughing. 

He actually succeeded! 

He managed to get the Origin of Soul of this powerful beast. 



His laughter lasted for a long time. 

Wang Teng calmed down and sat down cross-legged in this dark space. With a single thought, he 

released another ball of Origin Of Soul inside his body. It formed a purple-black shadow of the giant 

beast. 

“Devouring Nihility Beast! This is the Devouring Nihility Beast!” 

Wang Teng looked at the shadow of the beast and gasped. 

This was the most mysterious behemoth in the universe. It was extremely rare, and no one alive had 

ever seen it. Yet, it was right in front of him and was also a part of him. 

Wang Teng found this unbelievable. 

Chapter 1150: Give And Take! 

Wang Teng left his body in the Space Fragment. 

When his body entered the Space Fragment, the Space Fragment was hidden within space. It hadn’t 

disappeared. 

This space with hidden within the defense shields. 

If the Devouring Nihility Beast destroyed the defense shields, it could start devouring everything in the 

Space Fragment. 

This was how terrifying the Devouring Nihility Beast was. 

Wang Teng wanted to escape using his space skills, but he realized that the space around him was 

sealed. He couldn’t run away. 

He was helpless. 

Thus, he had to take the risk and make one last effort. 

Let’s see who will be the final winner. 

Wang Teng was furious. He released his spirit and targeted the Devouring Nihility Beast outside. 

Since he had made his decision, he proceeded without any hesitation. 

Death wasn’t scary. Just do it! 

Boom! 

Wang Teng’s spirit broke through the defense shield and charged toward the purple-black light outside. 

The Devouring Nihility Beast roared angrily as if it had sensed a provocation. 

“Why are you shouting?!” Wang Teng’s spirit bellowed. He shot directly in the direction where he 

sensed the beast’s Origin Of Soul was. 

An enraged roar replied to him as a terrifying devouring force charged at Wang Teng’s spirit. 



I’m going to teach you a lesson if you want to devour me. Wang Teng was indignant. He released his 

Water Of Netherworld and welcomed the Devouring Nihility Beast. 

Hiss, hiss, hiss! 

The Water Of Netherworld was quite useful. There was a hissing sound when it came into contact with 

the body of the Devouring Nihility Beast. It was corroding its body. 

But the Water Of Netherworld was being consumed too. It was gradually decreasing in volume. 

Wang Teng couldn’t care less. As long as the origin of the Water Of Netherworld didn’t get devoured, it 

could be recovered. 

He ignored the situation on that side and executed all his skills to resist the Devouring Nihility Beast. 

Then, he charged toward the Origin Of Soul at the fastest speed possible. 

Almost there! 

Almost there! 

He was almost there! 

Wang Teng kept the Water Of Netherworld and released his four divine flames: Soul Of Thousand Beasts 

Flame, Emerald Glazed Flame, Holy Flame, and Dark Flame… 

The Devouring Nihility Beast didn’t expect him to have so many flames. With the protection, it would 

have a hard time swallowing him. 

As a result, Wang Teng got closer to its Origin Of Soul. 

Roar! 

The Devouring Nihility Beast bellowed in anger again. However, this time, Wang Teng caught a hint of 

anxiousness in its voice. 

“Are you scared?” 

Wang Teng snorted. He could feel the Origin Of Soul inches away from him. He used all his strength to 

knock into it. 

Boom! 

Wang Teng’s spirit slammed into the Devouring Nihility Beast’s Origin Of Soul. 

Abyss Burial! 

Thieve! 

1 

Wang Teng activated these two skills simultaneously. 

A moment ago, he had raised these two skills to the perfected stage. He activated them in unison 

because he wanted to give the Devouring Nihility Beast a lethal strike. 



Full-blown Abyss Burial! 

Thieve at max power! 

The angry roar of the Devouring Nihility Beast echoed in the universe. It sounded furious and agitated. 

… 

Time passed slowly. More than a month had passed in the blink of an eye. 

The disappearance of the Devouring Nihility Beast caused the decaying planet to turn dead silent. It 

floated in the universe along with the gray mist like a ghost of the universe. 

No one could barge into the center of the gray mist and disturb this dead planet either. 

At the same time, Round Ball and the others were counting the days in Wang Teng’s Space Fragment. 

The more time passed, the more agitated they felt. 

“It’s been more than a month. Why isn’t Wang Teng awake?” Round Ball floated around Wang Teng, 

checking his breath and his pulse occasionally, afraid that he would die at any moment. 

“Be quiet,” the antman queen said uncontrollably. 

“What do you know? You’re not affected if he dies.” Round Ball shot back. 

“If he dies, I’ll die too,” the antman queen said peacefully. 

“Oh, right.” Round Ball reacted in time. 

“Since this space hasn’t been devoured yet, this means that the Devouring Nihility Beast has no time to 

care about us or Wang Teng still has strength left. Both situations are good for us,” the antman queen 

said. 

“Cough, that’s what I think so too.” Round Ball realized what she meant and coughed awkwardly. 

The antman queen said softly, “Did you learn your shamelessness from your master?” 

Round Ball didn’t find it embarrassing. It rolled its eyes and asked, “Do you think he can succeed? Can he 

hold back the Devouring Nihility Beast?” 

“He might be able to do it.” The antman queen sighed. “We can only place our hopes on him.” 

“I hope so.” Round Ball sighed. Its gaze turned firm. “He can always create miracles. I believe that he 

won’t die here.” 

… 

“Am I still alive?” 

Wang Teng woke up in the dark. He was confused and hadn’t realized what had happened. 

“I’m still alive!” After some time, he repeated the sentence with a resolute voice. 

Wang Teng’s spirit opened his eyes gradually. 



He realized that he was in a dark and boundless space. It was vast with no end in sight. 

“Where is this?” Wang Teng was puzzled. “Oh right, this is the Devouring Nihility Beast’s Devour Space! 

It’s where its Origin Of Soul is!” 

“So, where is the Origin Of Soul?” Wang Teng looked around. The Devouring Nihility Beast’s Origin Of 

Soul was nowhere to be seen. He quickly felt his own Origin Of Soul. He was overjoyed. 

He realized that his Origin Of Soul had become much stronger. 

No, it was more appropriate to say that there was another Origin Of Soul within his. 

This Origin Of Soul was part of him now. It was the Devouring Nihility Beast’s Origin Of Soul! 

He succeeded! 

Thieve! 

He did it! 

“Hahaha…” Wang Teng burst out laughing. 

He actually succeeded! 

He managed to get the Origin of Soul of this powerful beast. 

His laughter lasted for a long time. 

Wang Teng calmed down and sat down cross-legged in this dark space. With a single thought, he 

released another ball of Origin Of Soul inside his body. It formed a purple-black shadow of the giant 

beast. 

“Devouring Nihility Beast! This is the Devouring Nihility Beast!” 

Wang Teng looked at the shadow of the beast and gasped. 

This was the most mysterious behemoth in the universe. It was extremely rare, and no one alive had 

ever seen it. Yet, it was right in front of him and was also a part of him. 

Wang Teng found this unbelievable. 

 


